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ABSTRACT4

New spectroscopic orbits of inner subsystems in 14 hierarchies are determined from long-term mon-5

itoring with the optical echelle spectrometer, CHIRON. Their main components are nearby solar-type6

stars belonging to nine triple systems (HIP 3645, 14307, 36165, 79980, 103735, 103814, 104440, 105879,7

109443) and five quadruples of 2+2 hierarchy (HIP 41171, 49336, 75663, 78163, and 117666). The inner8

periods range from 254 days to 18 yr. Inner subsystems in HIP 3645, 14313, 79979, 103735, 104440,9

and 105879 are resolved by speckle interferometry, and their combined spectro-interferometric orbits10

are derived here. Astrometric orbits of HIP 49336 Aa,Ab and HIP 117666 Aa,Ab are determined from11

wobble in the observed motion of the outer pairs. Comparison with three spectroscopic orbits found12

in the Gaia DR3 archive reveals that Gaia under-estimated the amplitudes (except for HIP 109443),13

while the periods match approximately. This work contributes new data on the architecture of nearby14

hierarchical systems, complementing their statistics.15
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1. INTRODUCTION17

Observations of spectroscopic subsystems in nearby18

solar-type stars are motivated by the desire to determine19

their periods and mass ratios, complementing statistics20

of hierachies in the solar neighborhood (Tokovinin 2014).21

Many subsystems discovered by, e.g., Nordström et al.22

(2004) or by astrometric acceleration lack orbits and23

therefore confuse the statistics. A long-term program at24

the 1.5 m telescope at Cerro Tololo with the CHIRON25

high-resolution optical echelle spectrograph has been26

conducted to determine the missing periods, with the27

goal to reach relative completeness for periods shorter28

than ∼1000 days. The results obtained so far were re-29

ported in eight papers; the last paper 8 (Tokovinin 2022)30

contains references to the full series. The total num-31

ber of spectroscopic orbits determined throughout this32

program is 102. Summary and statistical analysis of33

this material are presented in the accompanying paper34

10 (2022, submitted). The first papers resulting from35

this project featured short-period orbits, but longer pe-36

riods became accessible as the time coverage increased.37

Most orbits presented here have periods longer than a38

year. Some of them are preliminary, lacking adequate39
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phase coverage, but they are still useful for statistical40

purposes, justfying their publication here. Six inner sub-41

systems are wide enough to be resolved by speckle inter-42

ferometry, allowing calculation of the combined spectro-43

interferometric orbits.44

In 2022 June, the third release of the Gaia catalog45

(GDR3) has changed the landscape by publishing ∼ 10546

spectroscopic orbits and a comparable number of as-47

trometric orbits in their non-single star catalog, NSS48

(Gaia Collaboration et al. 2022). However, stars with49

close visual companions were removed from the Gaia50

SB sample. Comparison of the NSS with the CHIRON51

orbits, presented in paper 10, shows an overlap of only52

about 30%, so the NSS completeness with respect to53

multiple stars remains low. Some NSS orbits in com-54

mon with CHIRON have substantially different param-55

eters (examples are found below). Although the NSS56

orbits contribute significantly to the statistics of nearby57

hierarchies, they do not yet replace the ground-based58

monitoring and do not render the CHIRON survey ob-59

solete.60

This paper is organized similarly to the previous ones.61

The data and methods are outlined in Section 2, where62

the orbital elements are also given. The hierarchical63

systems are discussed in Section 3. A short summary in64

Section 4 concludes the paper.65
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2. NEW SPECTROSCOPIC ORBITS66

The hierarchical systems studied here are listed in67

Table 1. The data are collected from Simbad and68

GDR3 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2021), the radial ve-69

locities (RVs) are mostly determined in this work. The70

first column gives the Washington Double Star (WDS,71

Mason et al. 2001) code based on the J2000 coordinates.72

The HIP and HD identifiers, spectral types, photomet-73

ric and astrometric data refer either to the individual74

stars or to the unresolved subsystems. Parallaxes po-75

tentially biased by unresolved subsystems are marked76

by colons, and asterisks indicate proper motions from77

Brandt (2021).78

2.1. Spectroscopic Observations79

Observations, data reduction, and orbit calculations80

were described in previous papers of this series (e.g.81

Tokovinin 2022). To avoid repetition, only a brief out-82

line is given here.83

The spectra used here were taken with the 1.5 m84

telescope sited at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American85

Observatory (CTIO) in Chile and operated by the86

Small and Medium Aperture Telescopes Research Sys-87

tem (SMARTS) Consortium.1 Fifteen hours of observ-88

ing time were allocated to this program per semester,89

starting from 2017B. Observations were made with90

the fiber-fed CHIRON optical echelle spectrograph91

(Tokovinin et al. 2013; Paredes et al. 2021) by the tele-92

scope operators in service mode. The spectra taken with93

the image slicer have a resolution of 85 000. They are94

reduced by the standard CHIRON pipeline. The wave-95

length calibration is based on the thorium-argon lamp96

spectra taken after each object.97

The RVs are determined from Gaussian fits to the98

cross-correlation function (CCF) of echelle orders with99

the binary mask constructed from the solar spectrum,100

as detailed in Tokovinin (2016a). The RV errors de-101

pend on several factors such as the width and contrast102

of the CCF dip, blending with other dips, and signal-to-103

noise ratio. The rms residuals from the orbits can be as104

low as 0.02 km s−1 , but typically are between 0.1 and105

0.5 km s−1 for the systems studied here. I assign the106

RV errors (hence weights) to match roughly the residu-107

als, with larger errors for blended or noisy dips. Some108

blended CCFs are fitted by fixing the width or ampli-109

tude of individual components determined from other110

spectra with better-separated dips. Otherwise, a heav-111

1 http://www.astro.yale.edu/smarts/

ily blended dip is fitted by a single Gaussian, and the112

resulting biased RV is assigned a large error and a low113

weight in the orbit fit.114

The width of the CCF dip is related to the projected115

rotation velocity V sin i, while its area depends on the116

spectral type, metallicity, and, for blended spectra of117

several stars, on the relative fluxes. Table 2 lists aver-118

age parameters of the Gaussian curves fitted to the CCF119

dips. It gives the number of averaged measurements N120

(blended CCFs of double-lined binaries are ignored), the121

dip amplitude a, its dispersion σ, the product aσ pro-122

portional to the dip area (hence to the relative flux), and123

the projected rotation velocity V sin i, estimated from σ124

by the approximate formula given in (Tokovinin 2016a)125

and valid for σ < 12 km s−1 . The last column indi-126

cates the presence or absence of the lithium 6708 Å line127

in individual components.128

2.2. Orbit Calculation129

The orbital elements and their errors are determined130

by the least-squares fits with weights inversely pro-131

portional to the adopted RV errors. The IDL code132

ORBIT
2 was used (Tokovinin 2016b). Several double-133

lined pairs studied here were resolved by speckle inter-134

ferometry, and in such case the combined orbits are fit-135

ted jointly to the RVs and position measurements. In136

some triple systems, the orbits of the outer and inner137

subsystems are fitted jointly to the RVs and, where138

available, position measurements using a modification139

of the same code ORBIT3 (Tokovinin 2017) described by140

Tokovinin & Latham (2017). Both codes allow to fix141

some orbital elements to avoid degeneracies (e.g. for142

circular or face-on orbits) or to cope with insufficient143

data (e.g. an incomplete coverage of the outer orbit).144

Table 3 gives elements of the spectroscopic orbits in145

standard notation. Its last column contains the masses146

M sin3 i for double-lined binaries. For single-lined sys-147

tems, the mass of the primary star (listed with colons) is148

estimated from its absolute V magnitude, and the min-149

2 Codebase: http://www.ctio.noirlab.edu/∼atokovin/orbit/ and
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.61119

http://www.astro.yale.edu/smarts/
http://www.astro.yale.edu/smarts/
http://www.ctio.noirlab.edu/~atokovin/orbit/
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.61119
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Table 1. Basic Parameters of Observed Multiple Systems

WDS Comp. HIP HD Spectral V V − Ks µ∗
α µδ RV ̟a

(J2000) Type (mag) (mag) (mas yr−1) (km s−1) (mas)

00467−0426 A 3645 4449 G5 7.58 2.00 24* −261* 9.7 30.08:

B . . . . . . M4V 15.20 4.92 21 −260 . . . 30.51

03046−5119 A 14307 19330 F8V 7.54 1.25 88 71 20.4 18.36

B 14313 . . . K1V 8.59 1.91 85 72 20.2 18.42:

07270−3419 A 36165 59099 F6V 7.03 1.23 −305* 96* 65.4 20.32:

B 36160 59100 G1.5V 8.19 1.59 −307 91 64.9 20.71

08240−1548 AB 41171 70904 F2/F3V 8.55 1.06 −28* −16* −1.4 4.94:

10043−2823 A 49336 87416 F6V 7.82 1.19 −27 −23 −13.4 10.67:

B . . . . . . . . . 8.19 . . . −49 −36 −11.8 10.94:

15275−1058 A 75663 137613 G0 8.14 1.35 −62* −36* −56.3 7.73

B . . . . . . . . . 9.21 1.50 −61 −35 −56.8 7.78

15577−3915 A 78163 142728 G3/5V 9.04 1.54 17 7 9.4 10.49

B . . . . . . . . . 10.30 2.08 18 7 10.5 10.65

16195−3054 A 79980 146836 F5IV 5.51 1.14 82 23 0.3 22.71

B 79979 146835 F9V 6.82 1.11 76 27 −0.9 25.53:

21012−3511 A 103735 1999918 G3V 7.66 1.61 −176 −63 61.6 22.10:

B . . . . . . . . . 17.14 1.64 −176 −67 . . . 22.09

21022−4300 A 103814 200011 G3IV+K0IV 6.64 1.62 71* −112* −33.5 11.25

B 103819 200026 K0III 6.90 2.27 70 −111 −35.6 11.25

21094−7310 AB 104440 200525 F9.5V 5.68 1.49 445* −330* −11.1 46.99:

C . . . . . . . . . 13.50 6.16 433 −303 −8.3 50.6

21266−4604 A 105879 203934 F7V 7.18 1.28 29* −112* 35.5 12.44:

D . . . . . . . . . 9.96 1.76 31 −112 35.7 13.10

22104−5158 A 109443 210236 F8V 7.63 1.32 220* −104* −3.8 15.33:

B . . . . . . . . . 13.25 . . . 225 −104 . . . 15.58

23518−0637 AB 117666 223688 G5V 8.73 1.69 85* −12* 14.3 13.4:

Proper motions and parallaxes are from Gaia DR3 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2021). Colons mark parallaxes biased by
subsystems, asterisks mark PMs from Brandt (2021).

imum mass of the secondary that corresponds to the150

90◦ inclination is derived from the orbit. Table 4, pub-151

lished in full electronically, provides individual RVs and152

residuals to orbits. The Hipparcos number of the pri-153

mary star and the system identifier (components joined154

by comma) in the first two columns define the pair.155

Then follow the Julian date, the RV, its adopted error σ156

(blended CCF dips are assigned larger errors), and the157

residual to the orbit (O−C). The last column specifies158

to which component this RV refers (’a’ for the primary,159

’b’ for the secondary). The RVs of some other visual160

components are provided, for completeness, in Table 6.161

It contains the HIP number, the component letter, the162

Julian date, and the RV. The less accurate RVs derived163

from blended dips are marked by colons.164

The elements of visual orbits are given in Table 5.165

For combined spectro-interferometric orbits, it repeats166

common elements, but the period P and epoch T are167

given in Julian years rather than days. This table also168

contains elements of the outer visual orbits fitted jointly169

with the inner subsystems using ORBIT3. The positional170

measurements used in these orbits are published (ex-171

cept the latest observations at SOAR); they are listed172

together with the adopted errors and residuals in Ta-173

ble 7.174

2.3. Complementary Data175

I use here astrometry and photometry from the GDR3176

(Gaia Collaboration et al. 2021) and from the earlier177

data releases where needed. For multiple systems, the178

standard astrometry is compromised by acceleration179

and/or unresolved companions (this bias is reduced for180

the stars with astrometric solutions in the NSS). The181

RUWE parameter (Reduced Unit Weight Error) cap-182

tures the excessive astrometric noise, helping to identify183

biased astrometry in GDR3. Most (but not all) stars184

with subsystems studied here have RUWE> 2. Uncer-185

tain Gaia parallaxes are marked by colons in Table 1.186

Astrometric subsystems are detected by the increased187

RUWE or by the difference ∆µ between the short-term188

proper motion (PM) measured by Gaia and the long-189

term PM µmean deduced from the Gaia and Hipparcos190

positions Brandt (2021). For stars with a large RUWE,191
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Table 2. CCF Parameters

HIP Comp. N a σ aσ V sin i Li

(km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) 6708Å

3645 Aa 10 0.403 3.66 1.47 2.4 N

3645 Ab 10 0.115 3.93 0.45 3.5 N

14313 Ba 8 0.297 3.99 1.19 3.8 N

14313 Bb 8 0.232 4.30 1.00 4.7 N

36165 Aa 9 0.208 5.19 1.08 7.0 N

36160 B 4 0.403 3.49 1.41 1.4 N

41171 Aa 12 0.030 18.08 0.46 32.0 N

41171 Ab 12 0.062 5.63 0.35 8.1 N

41171 Ba 12 0.030 4.35 0.13 4.9 N

41171 Bb 12 0.017 3.80 0.07 3.1 N

49336 Aa 19 0.116 4.06 0.47 4.0 N

49336 Ab 19 0.082 5.96 0.49 8.8 N

49336 B 19 0.028 6.97 0.19 10.9 N

75663 Aa 19 0.218 6.85 1.50 10.7 Y

78163 Ba 12 0.355 4.26 1.51 4.6 N?

79979 Ba 5 0.194 4.30 0.83 4.7 Y

79979 Bb 5 0.115 3.71 0.43 2.7 N

103735 Aa 4 0.320 3.59 1.15 2.1 Y

103735 Ab 4 0.058 3.83 0.22 3.2 N

104440 Aa 3 0.274 5.03 1.38 6.7 Y

104440 Ab 3 0.025 4.96 0.13 6.5 N

103814 Aa 8 0.297 3.92 1.16 3.5 N

105879 Aa 1 0.193 5.69 1.10 6.9? N

105879 Ab 1 0.045 3.19 0.14 1.0? N

109443 Aa 6 0.266 4.97 1.32 6.5 Y

117666 Aa 10 0.209 3.81 0.80 3.1 N?

117666 Ba 10 0.194 3.69 0.71 2.6 N?

I use the long-term PMs determined by Brandt in place192

of the PMs measured by Gaia.193

For some systems, spectroscopy is complemented by194

speckle interferometry of the outer pairs. Most speckle195

observations used here were made at the Southern As-196

trophysical Research Telescope (SOAR) and are referred197

to in the text simply as ’SOAR data’. The latest obser-198

vations and references to older publications are found in199

Tokovinin et al. (2022). Apart from the position mea-200

surements, speckle interferometry provides differential201

photometry of close visual pairs.202

3. INDIVIDUAL OBJECTS203

Figures in this section show the RV curves and the204

matching visual orbits for resolved subsystems. In the205

RV plots, green squares denote the primary component,206

blue triangles denote the secondary component, while207

the full and dashed lines plot the orbit. Typical error208

bars are smaller than the symbols. In the visual orbit209

plots, squares denote the measured positions, connected210

by short lines to the ephemeris positions on the orbital211

ellipse (solid line). Masses of stars are estimated from212

absolute magnitudes using standard main-sequence re-213

lations from Pecaut & Mamajek (2013). Orbital peri-214

ods of wide pairs are evaluated statistically from their215

projected separations (see Tokovinin 2018a). Semima-216

jor axes of spectroscopic subsystems are computed using217

the third Kepler’s law, and the photocenter amplitudes218

are evaluated based on the estimated masses and fluxes.219

3.1. HIP 3645 (Triple)220

This solar-type triple system belongs to the 67-pc sam-221

ple. The outer 60′′ common proper motion (CPM) pair222

A,B (LDS 9100) has been discovered by Luyten (1979).223

Star B is an M4V dwarf of V = 15.2 mag known as224

LP 646-9 with an accurate GDR3 parallax of 30.51mas.225

The parallax of A is biased by the inner subsystem, first226

discovered as a 3.5 yr astrometric binary in Hipparcos227

(Goldin & Makarov 2007). This pair has been resolved228

in 2011 by Horch et al. (2017) at a separation of 30229

mas (LSC 10 Aa,Ab). Its speckle monitoring at SOAR230

started in 2015. The three first observations did not re-231

solve the pair, but the measurements in 2021 and 2022232

are good, indicating a magnitude difference of ∆I = 1.1233

mag and a separation of up to 0.′′11.234

Double lines were noted by Nordström et al. (2004),235

and the star is called “Spectroscopic binary” in Simbad.236

Most CHIRON spectra of A are also double-lined. The237
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Table 3. Spectroscopic Orbits

HIP System P T e ωA K1 K2 γ rms1,2 M1,2 sin3 i

(d) (JD -2,400,000) (deg) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (M⊙)

3645 Aa,Ab 1529.6 59055.5 0.240 176.3 9.985 11.423 9.597 0.037 0.78

±3.7 ±9.5 ±0.012 ±2.3 ±0.271 ±0.275 ±0.132 0.145 0.68

14313 Ba,Bb 6648.1 53347.9 0.488 318.1 8.048 8.228 21.540 0.184 1.01

±96.6 ±105.7 ±0.008 ±1.5 ±0.153 ±0.155 ±0.049 0.191 0.99

36165 Aa,Ab 2300.4 57921.4 0.610 64.4 5.69 . . . 65.52 0.037 1.28:

±16.1 ±37.9 ±0.075 ±4.9 ±1.16 . . . ±0.34 . . . 0.39

41171 Ba,Bb 963.1 58913.2 0.607 273.4 15.61 18.70 −3.32 0.30 1.10

±1.7 ±1.7 ±0.007 ±0.8 ±0.16 ±0.25 ±0.07 0.46 0.92

41171 Aa,Ab 25.4133 58449.999 0.5320 308.25 47.18 48.27 −1.41 1.84 0.70

±0.0001 ±0.005 ±0.0005 ±0.09 ±0.23 ±0.03 ±0.03 0.13 0.69

49336 Ba,Bb 1307.4 58895.8 0.163 132.5 4.55 . . . −11.73 0.19 1.35:

±8.4 ±38.4 ±0.021 ±11.4 ±0.15 . . . ±0.09 . . . 0.50

75663 Aa,Ab 623.76 59098.35 0.653 269.9 10.045 . . . −56.352 0.041 1.47:

±0.21 ±0.47 ±0.002 ±0.6 ±0.053 . . . ±0.029 . . . 0.48

78163 Ba,Bb 2083.2 59208.6 0.619 27.7 10.84 . . . 10.55 0.080 0.93:

±20.4 ±20.0 ±0.025 ±4.9 ±1.63 . . . ±0.45 . . . 0.71

79979 Ba,Bb 1083.16 57635.32 0.610 349.8 15.31 18.01 0.00 0.121 1.14

±1.84 ±4.81 ±0.003 ±1.3 ±0.16 ±0.21 ±0.06 0.204 0.97

103735 Aa,Ab 4251.8 59433.5 0.368 152.4 7.29 10.13 61.69 0.020 1.09

±12.1 ±11.3 ±0.003 ±1.2 ±0.04 ±0.23 ±0.05 0.375 0.79

103814 Aa,Ab 1089.8 58393.5 0.601 331.0 4.48 . . . −33.62 0.010 1.78:

±9.4 ±16.1 ±0.079 ±9.1 ±1.44 . . . ±0.23 . . . 0.28

104440 A,B 1947.5 57909.2 0.631 178.5 10.202 16.759 −11.211 0.020 1.15

±0.9 ±1.7 ±0.002 ±0.8 ±0.044 ±0.180 ±0.046 0.494 0.70

105879 Aa,Ab 2935.6 60032.2 0.631 359.7 11.07 13.83 35.44 0.418 1.24

±9.4 ±13.0 ±0.019 ±2.5 ±0.66 ±0.91 ±0.14 0.843 1.00

109443 Aa,Ab 978.5 58715.3 0.214 24.3 3.02 . . . −3.80 0.008 1.30:

±37.4 ±210.9 ±0.084 ±67.7 ±0.34 . . . ±0.27 . . . 0.18

117666 Aa,Ab 781.2 59353.7 0.105 128.4 4.944 . . . 14.336 0.089 0.97:

±1.6 ±62.8 ±0.042 ±29.4 ±0.135 . . . ±0.128 . . . 0.95:

117666 Ba,Bb 253.9 59204.8 0.269 113.9 9.28 . . . 14.264 0.128 0.42

±0.145 ±2.5 ±0.018 ±3/3 ±0.16 . . . ±0.132 . . . 0.31

Table 4. Radial Velocities and Residuals (fragment)

HIP System Date RV σ (O−C) Comp.

HD (JD -2,400,000) (km s−1) Instr.

3645 Aa,Ab 54781.5350 8.94 2.00 0.22 a

3645 Aa,Ab 57985.7810 13.38 0.50 0.05 a

3645 Aa,Ab 57985.7810 4.95 0.70 -0.40 b

3645 Aa,Ab 58130.5330 16.01 0.05 -0.01 a

3645 Aa,Ab 58130.5330 2.33 0.25 0.08 b

(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form). In-
strument codes: B – Butler et al. (2017); E – Fiber echelle (Tokovinin
2015); F – Frasca et al. (2018) G – Gaia DR2; L – DuPont echelle
(Tokovinin et al. 2015); N – Nidever et al. (2002)

RVs of Aa and Ab are used here jointly with the position238

measurements to derive a combined orbit (Figure 1).239

The period is 4.2 yr, longer than the Goldin’s one. The240

orbit is oriented edge-on, and the RV amplitudes trans-241

late into Aa and Ab masses of 0.78 and 0.68 M⊙ , some-242

what smaller than 0.94 and 0.80 M⊙ estimated from the243

absolute magnitudes. The visual orbit, unbiased paral-244

lax of B, and the spectroscopic mass ratio correspond to245

the masses of 0.97 and 0.85 M⊙ that agree better with246

the photometric estimates. The masses imply RV am-247

plitudes 7% larger than measured, and this minor dis-248

crepancy could be caused by line blending. The ratio of249

dip areas corresponds to ∆mAa,Ab = 1.29 mag, slightly250

larger than measured by speckle in the I band. Both251

components rotate slowly.252

3.2. HIP 14307+14313 (Triple)253

This system has some similarity to the previous one:254

a wide binary within 67 pc that hosts a subsystem. The255

38′′ pair A,B (DUN 10) has been known since 1826.256

The WDS lists another pair A,C at 510′′ separation257

(TOK 428). Star C (HIP 14257, HD 19254, F7V) has258

a PM of (98.8, 67.6) mas s−1 , similar to the PMs of A259

and B, and for this reason it was listed in the survey260
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Table 5. Visual and Astrometric Orbits

HIP System P T e a ΩA ωA i

(yr) (yr) (arcsec) (deg) (deg) (deg)

3645 Aa,Ab 4.188 2020.563 0.240 0.0967 314.0 176.3 97.6

±0.010 ±0.026 ±0.012 ±0.0014 ±0.7 ±1.7 ±1.0

14313 Ba,Bb 18.20 2004.94 0.488 0.1591 292.6 318.1 84.2

±0.68 ±0.29 ±0.008 ±0.0017 ±0.3 ±1.6 ±0.5

49336 Ba,Bb 3.580 2020.127 0.163 0.0071 9.3 132.5 140.4

±0.023 ±0.105 ±0.021 ±0.0009 ±6.0 ±11.4 ±13.5

49336 A,B 397.8 1971.24 0.729 0.886 321.5 253.5 142.3

±17.9 ±0.32 ±0.010 ±0.021 ±1.6 ±1.9 ±1.5

79979 Ba,Bb 2.966 2016.674 0.610 0.0601 103.8 349.8 82.9

±0.005 ±0.013 ±0.003 ±0.0007 ±0.7 ±1.3 ±1.0

103735 Aa,Ab 11.64 2021.598 0.368 0.1363 168.1 152.4 87.4

±0.03 ±0.031 ±0.003 ±0.0009 ±0.4 ±1.2 ±0.7

104440 A,B 5.332 2017.424 0.631 0.1905 194.3 178.5 93.0

±0.003 ±0.005 ±0.002 ±0.0013 ±0.4 ±0.8 ±1.0

105879 Aa,Ab 8.037 2023.237 0.631 0.0669 231.5 359.7 97.0

±0.026 ±0.036 ±0.019 ±0.0018 ±1.0 ±2.5 ±1.6

117666 Aa,Ab 2.138 2021.33 0.105 0.0079 26.1 128.4 148.0

±0.004 ±0.17 ±0.043 ±0.0007 ±5.3 ±29.4 fixed

117666 A,B 30.073 2020.392 0.309 0.1809 24.3 356.5 147.5

±0.071 ±0.044 ±0.004 ±0.0009 ±1.4 ±1.5 fixed

Table 6. Radial Velocities of Other Com-
ponents

HIP Comp. Date RV

(JD -2,400,000) (km s−1)

14257 C 57986.8700 28.496

36160 B 56940.8450 64.859

36160 B 57266.9055 64.884

36160 B 58121.7557 64.889

36160 B 58193.5556 64.881

36160 B 58546.5656 64.873

36160 B 59168.7635 64.899

105879 D 55477.5014 36.077

105879 D 56885.7159 35.714

of CPM pairs (Tokovinin & Lépine 2012). However, the261

difference of the PM, parallax (14.70mas according to262

GDR3), and RV (28.5 km s−1 , see Table 6) of star C263

with respect to A and B rule out its physical associa-264

tion. There is no excessive astrometric noise in A and265

C (RUWE close to 1) in GDR3, and no parallax for B266

because it is a close binary.267

Star B has been resolved by speckle interferometry268

at SOAR in 2014 and bears the name TOK 428 Ba,Bb269

in the WDS. The pair slowly opened up from 0.′′19 to270

0.′′21 by 2016, closed down to 33mas in 2021.96, and271

was resolved again in 2022.68 after passing through the272

conjunction. Double lines in the CHIRON spectra show273

only a slow evolution, as can be seen in the RV curve274

(Figure 2). The preliminary combined 18 yr orbit fitted275

to the RVs and position measurements predicts peri-276

astron in 2023 March, when the largest RV difference277

between Ba and Bb will occur. Continued observations278

are needed to improve our first orbit.279

Speckle interferometry at SOAR established the mag-280

nitude difference of ∆IBa,Bb = 0.42 ± 0.06 mag, while281

the ratio of dip areas gives ∆mBa,Bb = 0.19 mag. The282

latter leads to the visual magnitudes of 9.25 and 9.44 for283

Ba and Bb, respectively, and the “photometric” masses284

of 0.90 and 0.87 M⊙ . The “spectroscopic” masses are285

slightly larger, 1.01 and 0.99 M⊙ , and the orbital paral-286

lax of 18.26mas matches well the GDR3 parallax of A,287

18.36mas. Stars Ba and Bb rotate slowly and have no288

lithium line.289

3.3. HIP 36165+36160 (Triple)290

The wide 17′′ pair of HIP 36165 (star A, V = 7.03291

mag, F6V) and HIP 36160 (star B, V = 8.19 mag,292

G1.5V) has been discovered by John Herschel in 1835293

(HJ 3969). The fast and common PM, matching paral-294

laxes and RVs prove the bound nature of this pair with295

an estimated period of 15 kyr. Nordström et al. (2004)296

noted that the RVs of both A and B were variable. How-297

ever, CHIRON and other sources indicate that B has a298

constant RV of 64.9 km s−1 and is most likely a sin-299

gle star (RUWE 1.0 in GDR3). The RV of A, on the300

other hand, varies with a small amplitude; this motion301
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Table 7. Positional Measurements and Residuals

HIP System T θ ρ σ O−Cθ O−Cρ

(yr) (◦) (′′) (′′) (◦) (′′)

3645 Aa,Ab 2011.6850 159.8 0.0300 0.002 5.4 0.000

3645 Aa,Ab 2011.9417 139.9 0.0598 0.002 −0.1 −0.000

3645 Aa,Ab 2014.7537 311.2 0.1076 0.002 0.3 −0.000

3645 Aa,Ab 2021.8909 320.5 0.0742 0.002 −1.9 −0.001

3645 Aa,Ab 2022.4447 316.3 0.1153 0.002 0.2 0.000

14313 Ba,Bb 2014.7635 107.9 0.1911 0.002 −0.4 0.001

14313 Ba,Bb 2014.7635 108.3 0.1908 0.002 −0.0 0.000

(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form)
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Figure 1. Visual orbit and RV curve of HIP 3645 Aa,Ab.

produces astrometric noise in Gaia (RUWE 11.9) and a302

large acceleration detected by Brandt (2021).303

The spectroscopic orbit with a period of 6.3 yr derived304

from the CHIRON RVs is illustrated in Figure 3. The305

descending part of the RV curve is not yet covered, so the306

orbit is preliminary. The period is well constrained, but307

the eccentricity can be larger. The estimated mass of308

Aa, 1.28 M⊙ , matches its spectral type F6V. The mini-309

mum mass of Ab is 0.39 M⊙ ; no spectral lines of Ab are310
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Figure 2. Visual orbit and RV curve of HIP 14313 Ba,Bb.

detectable, while speckle and adaptive optics imaging311

(Tokovinin et al. 2010) has not resolved any subsystems312

around stars A and B.313

3.4. HIP 41171 (Quadruple)314

This is a rare case of a quadruple-lined object (SB4).315

The system has been presented and discussed in paper316

6 of this series (Tokovinin 2019), where a 25-day SB2317

orbit of Aa,Ab (main component in the 0.′′9 visual pair318
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Figure 3. The RV curve of HIP 36165 Aa,Ab.
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Figure 4. The RV curve of HIP 41171 Ba,Bb (top) and the
CCF with four well-separated dips recorded on JD 2,459,900
(bottom, solid line). The plus signs show the sum of four
Gaussian curves, plotted individually by dotted lines.

RST 4396) was determined. The lines of Ba and Bb are319

clearly separated from the lines of Aa and Ab only in cer-320

tain phases of the 25-day orbit. Systematic monitoring321

at these moments during several years has led eventu-322

ally to the determination of the 2.6 yr orbit of Ba,Bb323

(Figure 4). The RVs of Aa and Ab match the published324

orbit; slightly refined elements of Aa,Ab derived with325

additional data are given in Table 3.326

The visual magnitudes of Ba and Bb (10.95 and 11.38327

mag, respectively) were estimated from the areas of328

the four CCF dips. They correspond to the masses329

of 1.09 and 1.00 M⊙ (mass ratio qBa,Bb = 0.92), sim-330

ilar to the spectroscopic masses M sin3 i of 1.10 and331

0.92 M⊙ (qBa,Bb = 0.83). This means that the orbit332

of Ba,Bb has a large inclination. It is oriented un-333

favorably (ω = 273◦), so despite the estimated semi-334

major axis of 12mas the pair Ba,Bb has never been335

resolved by speckle interferometry at SOAR, not even336

partially, in 9 visits. The prospect of its resolution with337

larger telescopes or interferometers is good, though. The338

outer pair A,B has an estimated period of 1.2 kyr and339

moves very slowly in retrograde sense. It has covered a340

22◦ arc since its discovery in 1940. The 0.′′9 pair is rec-341

ognized as two sources in GDR3, which gives a parallax342

of 4.93±0.03mas (RUWE 1.6) for A and no parallax for343

B.344

3.5. HIP 49336 (Quadruple)345
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Figure 5. The RV curve of HIP 49336 Ba,Bb (top, the
plus sign marks uncertain measurement) and a fragment of
the outer orbit with wobble (bottom). The black solid and
blue dashed lines represent the outer orbit with and without
wobble, respectively. The green squares are the measured
positions of B relative to A.

Like the previous object, this quadruple system is a346

left-over from the previous work (paper 7, Tokovinin347
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2020), where the 44.5-day orbit of the main subsystem348

Aa,Ab was established. The outer pair I 292 (ADS 7629)349

has a visual orbit with P = 380 yr and a = 0.′′869. It350

is not resolved by CHIRON, and the spectra are triple-351

lined. The lines of Ba, free from blending when the lines352

of Aa and Ab are well separated, show a slow RV varia-353

tion detected in paper 7. Monitoring with CHIRON at354

favorable phases of Aa,Ab has continued for a few more355

years (with an interrupt for COVID-19) and now the356

orbit of Ba,Bb with a period of 3.6 yr is sufficiently well357

constrained.358

When the existence of a long-period subsystem was es-359

tablished, more frequent speckle observations at SOAR360

were scheduled in hope of detecting the wobble. Indeed,361

as shown in the lower panel of Figure 5, the apparent362

motion of A,B deviates from the smooth blue line de-363

scribing the outer orbit. The elements of A,B and Ba,Bb364

were fitted jointly with ORBIT3 using both position mea-365

surements and RVs. This helps to better constrain the366

period of Ba,Bb and defines the orientation of its orbit.367

The RV difference between A and B identifies the cor-368

rect ascending node of the outer orbit and the mutual369

inclination, 33◦. The small eccentricity eBa,Bb = 0.16 in-370

dicates absence of the Lidov-Kozai cycles, in agreement371

with moderate mutual inclination.372

The inclination of Ba,Bb determined from the wobble373

and the RV amplitude lead to the Bb mass of 0.50 M⊙ ,374

assuming that Ba is a 1.35 M⊙ star. The resulting mass375

ratio qBa,Bb = 0.37 and the semimajor axis of 31.4mas376

imply a wobble with an amplitude of 8.5mas, similar to377

7.1mas found from fitting the A,B positions.378

3.6. HIP 75663 (Quadruple)379
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Figure 6. The RV curve of HIP 75663 Aa,Ab. Dashed line
is the RV curve of the GDR3 orbit with corrected ω.

Components A and B of the 9.′′4 visual binary380

STF 1939 (ADS 9640) are resolved by the CHIRON 2.′′7381

fiber aperture, so their RVs are measured separately.382

As established in paper 4 (Tokovinin 2018b), star B is a383

double-lined twin binary with a period of 22.9 days and384

eBa,Bb = 0.61, while the RV of A varies with a long pe-385

riod. Continued CHIRON monitoring leads to an orbital386

period of 623.8 days (1.7 yr), see Figure 6. The perias-387

tron in 2020.68 was missed because of the telescope clo-388

sure to COVID-19, but the following periastron of this389

eccentric (eAa,Ab = 0.65) orbit in 2022.39 has been well390

covered. I also used six RVs from Butler et al. (2017)391

with an offset of −56.85 km s−1 chosen to fit the orbit392

(the published RVs have arbitrary zero point).393

Gaia DR3 independently determined a spectro-394

astrometric orbit of HIP 75663A with a period of395

626.6758 days and amplitude K1 = 5.80 km s−1 . The396

general character of this orbit is similar to the one397

presented here, although the argument of periastron398

ω = 94.◦5 is inverted. The dashed line in Figure 6 shows399

the GDR3 orbit with ω corrected by 180◦. Fitting an400

astrometric orbit removes the bias of parallax and PM,401

leading to a good agreement between parallaxes of A402

(7.73mas) and B (7.78mas); the biased parallax of A in403

GDR3 is 8.97mas with a RUWE of 5.45. Note that the404

short period of Ba,Bb and the equality of its components405

make its GDR3 astrometry bias-free (RUWE 1.05).406

As noted in paper 4, star A is located slightly above407

the main sequence (estimated age ∼4 Gyr), and the408

lithium line is detectable in the spectra of both A and B.409

The Aa mass of 1.47 M⊙ estimated from the standard410

relation for dwarfs is only approximate. The correspond-411

ing minimum mass of Ab derived from our orbit is 0.48412

M⊙ . If the orbital inclination of 69.◦1 measured by Gaia413

is adopted, the mass of Ab becomes 0.52 M⊙ . On the414

other hand, the Ab mass derived from the GDR3 astro-415

metric orbit is 0.46 M⊙ , less than the minimum spectro-416

scopic mass, while the small RV amplitude in the GDR3417

orbit leads to a minimum mass of 0.09 M⊙ . The actual418

mass of Ab should therefore be close to 0.5 M⊙ and the419

semimajor axis of the Aa,Ab orbit is 14mas.420

3.7. HIP 78163 (Quadruple)421

The 2+2 quadruplet HIP 78163 resembles the previous422

one, but with inverted roles of the components. The423

double-lined twin pair Aa,Ab with P = 21.8 days and424

eAa,Ab = 0.58 is very similar to star B in HIP 75663 (22.9425

days, e = 0.61); its orbit has been determined in paper426

4 of this series (Tokovinin 2018b). Star B of HIP 78163427

is located at 5.′′9 from A (WG 185 pair in the WDS,428

estimated period 7.4 kyr). The RV of B varies slowly,429

and, as for the previous object, Gaia determined an orbit430

with a period of 1532 days, this time only an astrometric431

one. The period found here is longer, 2083 days (5.7432
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Figure 7. The RV curve of HIP 78163 Ba,Bb.

yr). The Gaia astrometric orbital fit gives a parallax433

of 10.65mas for B which agrees much better with the434

10.49mas parallax of A (unbiased, RUWE 0.86). In435

contrast, the raw (biased, RUWE 6.22) GDR3 parallax436

of B is 11.28mas, while DR2 measured an even more437

discrepant parallax of 13.57mas. The duration of the438

GDR3 mission is only 34 months, so a more accurate439

orbit of Ba,Bb is expected in the future releases.440

The spectroscopic orbit of Ba,Bb shown in Figure 7441

is eccentric, eBa,Bb = 0.62. The RV maximum is not442

fully covered, but the next periastron is expected only443

in 2026. I use with a low weight the RV measured in444

2015.5 by Gaia because the CHIRON data cover only445

1690 days. Adopting a mass of 0.93 M⊙ for Ba, the min-446

imum mass of Bb is 0.71 M⊙ . Lines of Bb might be de-447

tectable in the spectra, unless it is a white dwarf. How-448

ever, the spectra can be partially contaminated by the449

light of A, depending on the seeing and guiding (the sep-450

aration is only 5.′′9), so accurate modeling of the CCFs451

needed to extract the RVs of Bb is problematic.452

3.8. HIP 79979+79980 (Triple)453

The outer 23.′′4 pair A,B (BSO 12) has been known454

since 1837. Its brighter component A (V = 5.51 mag,455

F5IV) is listed in the bright star catalog as HR 6077.456

The fainter (V = 6.82 mag, F9V) star B has its own des-457

ignations HIP 79979 and HD 146835. The RV variabil-458

ity of B was suspected by Nordström et al. (2004). The459

RVs of A and B were found equal in (Tokovinin et al.460

2015), casting doubt on the existence of a subsystem,461

but the first CHIRON spectrum taken in 2017 produced462

a double CCF. By that time, B has been resolved at463

SOAR as a tight visual pair TOK 410. The preliminary464

orbit with P = 3 yr predicted periastron in 2022.6, as465

actually observed (Figure 8).466
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Figure 8. Visual orbit and RV curve of HIP 79979 Ba,Bb.

Using the unbiased parallax of 22.71 mas measured in467

GDR3 for A, the Ba,Bb orbit gives the mass sum of 2.11468

M⊙ . This matches the spectroscopic masses of 1.14 and469

0.97 M⊙ (the inclination iBa,Bb = 82.◦9 is known) and470

the absolute magnitudes of Ba and Bb. So, despite the471

modest number of RVs, the orbit of Ba,Bb is reasonably472

well defined.473

Stars A and B have almost identical V −K colors (see474

table 1), but differ by 1.3 mag in the V band. Star A is475

obviously evolved; it is located above the main sequence.476

In contrast, star B, despite being a binary, is located on477

the standard main sequence.478

3.9. HIP 103735 (Triple)479

The primary component A (V = 7.66 mag, G3V)480

of the wide 186′′ pair is a visual and spectroscopic481

binary. The secondary star B (2MASS J21012669-482

3509333, V = 17.14 mag) is a white dwarf identified483

by Tokovinin & Lépine (2012) in the large PM survey484

and confirmed by Gaia.485

Both Nidever et al. (2002) and Nordström et al.486

(2004) noted that RV of A was variable. The first CH-487

IRON spectrum taken in 2017 revealed an asymmetric488
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Figure 9. Visual orbit and RV curve of HIP 103735 Aa,Ab.

(blended) CCF. The same year the 0.′′14 pair Aa,Ab has489

been resolved at SOAR (TOK 344 Aa,Ab). In the fol-490

lowing five years, the pair passed though the periastron:491

the separation decreased and increased again, the CCF492

dips separated apart. These data allow calculation of a493

combined orbit with P = 11.6 yr presented in Figure 9.494

One RV published by Nidever et al. (2002) is used, it495

refers to the brighter star Aa.496

The combined orbit yields masses of 1.00 and 0.72497

M⊙ for Aa and Ab, respectively, and an orbital parallax498

of 21.5mas, in rough agreement with the accurate GDR3499

parallax of star B, 22.09mas. The GDR3 parallax of A is500

inaccurate and biased, 23.55±0.47mas. The astrometric501

acceleration is reflected by the large RUWE of 15.6, as502

well as by the PM anomaly (Brandt 2021).503

3.10. HIP 103814 (Triple)504

The 57′′ pair of bright stars HIP 103814 (HR 8042,505

V = 6.64 mag, G3IV+K0IV) and HIP 103839 (V = 6.90506

mag, K0III) has been known since 1826 (DUN 236 in the507

WDS). B is redder than A and brighter in the K band.508
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Figure 10. RV curve of HIP 103814 Aa,Ab. The GDR3
orbit is traced by the dashed line.

This is a rare pair composed of two giants, and it does509

not belong to the 67-pc sample of solar-type stars.510

The fact that star A is a binary follows from its as-511

trometric acceleration detected by Hipparcos, RUWE512

of 23.0 in GDR3, and, possibly, composite spectrum.513

The eight CHIRON RVs do not fully constrain the or-514

bit shown in Figure 10. However, the GDR3 spectro-515

astrometric orbit with P = 1119.65 days confirms the516

period independently. The shape of the Gaia RV curve517

is similar (after correcting ω by 180◦), although its am-518

plitude is substantially smaller (2.41 km s−1 ) compared519

to the CHIRON orbit (4.48 km s−1 ).520

Assuming that the mass of Aa is 1.78 M⊙ , the GDR3521

astrometric orbit with an amplitude of 7.7mas corre-522

sponds to the Ab mass of 0.53 M⊙ (the full semimajor523

axis is 33.3 mas). This implies a early-M dwarf compan-524

ion which contributes negligible light, so the spectrum525

of A cannot be composite. The minimum Ab mass de-526

rived from the CHIRON orbit is 0.28 M⊙ , and the ac-527

tual mass is 0.62 M⊙ , considering the inclination of the528

astrometric orbit. The width and contrast of the CCF529

dip do not change with orbital phase, proving that Ab530

is much fainter than Aa.531

3.11. HIP 104440 (Triple)532

This is a resolved visual triple located at 20 pc from533

the Sun (GJ 818.1). The outer 6.′′4 pair AB,C has been534

known since 1894 (HDO 305). Star C is faint (V = 13.5535

mag) and red, likely an M4V dwarf. AB,C is in slow ret-536

rograde motion with an estimated period of 1 kyr. The537

PM difference between AB and C is caused by motion538

in the outer orbit.539

The bright (V = 5.68 mag, F9.5V) visual pair A,B540

known as I 379 has been presumably discovered by541

R. Innes in 1898, although we know now that the sepa-542

rations on the order of 1′′ measured by him were totally543
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Figure 11. Visual orbit and RV curve of HIP 104440 A,B.

wrong (this pair is never wider than 0.′′3). Apart from544

the three spurious measurements by Innes, only W. Fin-545

sen reported a resolution of this pair in 1932 which also546

does not match the orbit. The magnitude difference547

measured at SOAR is substantial, ∆y = 3.15 mag, and548

such close pairs are beyond the capacity of visual ob-549

servers. In this case, the WDS name I 379 corresponds550

to the spurious discovery, despite several “confirming”551

visual resolutions.552

Goldin & Makarov (2007) published two possible as-553

trometric orbits of this star with periods of 6.65 and554

5.87 yr based on Hipparcos transits. The true period555

is even shorter, 5.3 yr. The first visual orbit of A,B556

which also used the CHIRON RVs has been published557

in (Tokovinin et al. 2020); it is updated here (Figure 11).558

The pair goes though the periastron in 2022.9, and the559

previous periastron in 2017.4 has been also covered.560

The orbit ignores spurious historic micrometer measure-561

ments and is based entirely on the SOAR and CHIRON562

data.563

The absolute magnitudes of A and B correspond to the564

masses of 1.13 and 0.72 M⊙ and a dynamic parallax of565

49.7mas which compares well with the GDR3 parallax566

of star C, 50.6mas; the GRD3 parallax of A, 47.0mas,567

is biased. Masses derived from the combined orbit are568

1.15 and 0.74 M⊙ , and the orbital parallax is 51.0mas.569

3.12. HIP 105879 (Triple)570
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Figure 12. Visual orbit and RV curve of HIP 105879 Aa,Ab.
The insert shows the CCF recorded on JD 24 57218 when the
dips were well separated.

This is yet another typical solar-type triple system571

composed of wide and tight visual pairs. Star A572

(V = 7.18 mag, F7V) has been identified as a double-573

lined binary with CHIRON in 2015.5, first resolved574

at SOAR in 2017.6, and designated in the WDS as575

HJ 5267 Aa,Ab. The variable RV was noted previously576

by Nordström et al. (2004), astrometric acceleration was577

detected by Hipparcos and by its comparison with Gaia.578

The wide companion D (CD−46 13953, V = 9.96 mag)579

at 44′′ has a matching PM and RV. Its GDR3 parallax580

of 13.102±0.014 mas defines accurate distance to the581

system. The companion B, seen only once by J. Her-582

schel in 1834 at 5′′, is spurious, and the companion C at583

238′′ listed in the WDS is optical. So, to the best of our584

knowledge, this is a triple system.585
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The combined orbit of Aa,Ab with P = 8.0 yr and586

a substantial eccentricity eAa,Ab = 0.63 is presented in587

Figure 12. The first spectrum has been taken in 2010.8588

using fiber echelle (Tokovinin 2015), and the 11.9 yr cov-589

erage defines the orbital period quite well. The pair590

Aa,Ab goes through periastron in 2023.2, when it will591

not be visible behind the Sun. Unfortunately, the pe-592

riod is an integer number of years and in the foreseeable593

future all periastrons will occur during poor visibility pe-594

riods. The pair was unresolved at SOAR in 2015.74 and595

in 2022.68 in agreement with the orbit that predicted596

small separations on those dates.597

The CCF dips are well separated only near the perias-598

tron, as illustrated in the Figure. In other phases they599

are blended, and the fits of two overlapping Gaussians600

are less reliable. The ratio of the dip areas when they are601

well separated corresponds to the magnitude difference602

of 2.21 mag, in agreement with the differential photom-603

etry at SOAR (∆y = 2.14 mag, ∆I = 1.94 mag). This604

relatively large magnitude difference does not match the605

moderate spectroscopic mass ratio qAa,Ab = 0.80. The606

mass ratio and the mass sum of 2.06 M⊙ derived from607

the visual elements and the parallax of star D lead to the608

individual masses of 1.14 and 0.92 M⊙ for Aa and Ab,609

respectively, while the absolute magnitude of Aa corre-610

sponds to a mass of 1.5 M⊙ on the main sequence. In611

fact, A is elevated above the main sequence by ∼1 mag,612

so Aa starts to evolve into a subgiant. This explains the613

apparent discrepancy between mass ratio and magnitude614

difference in the inner pair. The spectroscopic mass sum615

is 2.2 M⊙ , suggesting that the RV amplitudes might be616

slightly over-estimated.617

Star D has not been resolved by speckle interferometry618

at SOAR, it has low astrometric noise in Gaia and an619

apparently constant RV that matches the RV of A. So,620

it is unlikely that D has close companions.621

3.13. HIP 109443 (Triple)622

The bright solar-type star HIP 109443 (V = 7.63 mag,623

F8V) is an astrometric binary detected by Hipparcos624

and confirmed both by Brandt (2021) and by a RUWE of625

10.3 in GDR3. A survey of astrometric binaries with the626

NICI AO instrument detected a faint companion B at627

1.′′4 separation (Tokovinin et al. 2012, TOK 216). The628

estimated period of ∼700 yr makes it unlikely that the629

acceleration and variable RV (Nordström et al. 2004)630

are caused by this companion.631

Nine CHIRON spectra show the RV variability, and632

the GDR3 spectroscopic orbit matches these RVs quite633

well (Figure 13). The fit of 6 elements to 9 RVs is almost634

perfect, leaving rms residuals of only 0.008 km s−1 .635

R
V

[k
m

/s
]

Phase

HIP 109443 Aa,Ab

P=971d

Figure 13. RV curve of HIP 109443 Aa,Ab. The dashed
line is the Gaia spectroscopic orbit.

The minimum mass of Ab is 0.18 M⊙ if the mass of Aa636

is 1.3 M⊙ . The large RUWE indicates clear detection of637

the astrometric signal, but, for some reason, GDR3 de-638

termined only the spectroscopic orbit, leaving the incli-639

nation and the true mass of Ab unconstrained. The mass640

of B is about 0.56M⊙ , as inferred from itsK-band lumi-641

nosity. It is detected by Gaia at 1.′′4129 (∆GA,B = 4.85642

mag), showing little motion since 2011. The parallax of643

B measured by GDR3, 15.58mas, is close to the paral-644

lax of A in GDR2 (15.33mas), but GDR3 gives a biased645

parallax of 12.74mas for A. The bias will be removed646

when the astrometric orbit of Aa,Ab is determined by647

Gaia.648

3.14. HIP 117666 (Quadruple)649

This 9th magnitude star (HD 2236888, G5V) ap-650

peared to be a normal tight visual binary, first re-651

solved by R. Aitken in 1913 (A 2700, ADS 17052, WDS652

J23518−0637). The visual orbit with a 30 yr period,653

last updated by Docobo & Ling (2009), is very well con-654

strained. It is fully covered by accurate speckle measure-655

ments (the first one in 1985) and is rated grade 2 in the656

orbit catalog.657

The star attracted attention as an X-ray source and658

for this reason four high-resolution spectra were taken by659

Frasca et al. (2018) in 2001. Double lines were detected660

in one spectrum, suggesting presence of a subsystem.661

Double lines were also seen in the spectrum taken by662

Tokovinin (2015) in 2010. This prompted further mon-663

itoring with CHIRON. It was not clear from the outset664

whether double lines were produced by motion in the665

visual orbit or by an inner subsystem. The first CHI-666

RON spectrum taken in 2017.6 looked single-lined, but667

in 2019.6 the lines were double again, so I started regular668

monitoring. The first seven CHIRON CCFs are shown669

in Figure 14, illustrating blending of two components670
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Figure 14. CCFs of the first 7 CHIRON spectra of HIP
117666. The curves are displaced vertically by 0.35 to avoid
overlap. The dates are indicated. Thick red and green lines
mark the RVs of Aa and Ba, respectively, according to the
orbits.
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Figure 15. RV curves of the subsystems Aa,Ab and Ba,Bb
in HIP 117666. Squares mark the RVs derived from double
CCFs, plus signs correspond to blended CCFs. Motion in
the outer orbit is subtracted.

with independent RV variation. The RVs of both CCF671
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Figure 16. Outer orbit of HIP 117666 A,B on the sky (top)
and the RV curve where motion in the inner subsystems is
subtracted (bottom).

dips vary faster than prescribed by the visual orbit, so672

this system is actually a 2+2 quadruple.673

Five RVs of HIP 117666 averaging at ∼ −1674

km s−1 were reported by Tokovinin & Smekhov (2002).675

They are not compatible with the orbits presented here.676

It turns out that these RVs refer to another 9th magni-677

tude star, HD 223695 (F6IV), which is located at 1′ east678

of HIP 117666 and has an RV of −2.3 km s−1 according679

to Simbad. Somehow, the visual binary was misidenti-680

fied, and the spectral type of F6V quoted in the above681

paper (instead of G5V) confirms this suspicion. One682

of the RVs reported by Frasca et al. (JD 24 52209.43)683

also apparently refers to HD 223695. Proximity of two684

stars on the sky means that the X-ray source can be685

actually associated with HD 223695 (with a fast rota-686

tion of 22.0 km s−1 according to Frasca et al.), rather687

than with the slowly rotating components of the HIP688

117666 system. The Galactic velocity of HIP 117666,689

U, V,W = (−23.8,−10.1,−21.3) km s−1 , does not690

match any known kinematic group, and the lithium line691

in its spectrum is not detectable, so this star is not692

young.693

Deciphering the two inner orbits from the often-694

blended CCFs with similar dips, superposed on the slow695
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RV variation due to the outer orbit, was a challenging696

task, addressed iteratively. First, the faster variation of697

the smaller dip Ba was matched to a period of ∼250698

days, then the RVs of Aa yielded a period of 2 yr with a699

different systemic velocity. A model was constructed to700

represent the blended dips by the outer and two inner701

orbits using the dip amplitudes and widths measured in702

the well-resolved phases. Comparison of all CCFs to this703

model inspired confidence in the adopted inner periods.704

The available tool, ORBIT3, does not allow for simul-705

taneous fit of all three orbits. After several iterations on706

the orbits of A,B and Aa,Ab, the RVs of Ba were cor-707

rected for the motion in the outer orbit and fitted as a708

single-lined binary. Then the motion of Ba,Bb was sub-709

tracted from the RVs of Ba, and a joint fit of the remain-710

ing inner orbit Aa,Ab and the outer orbit A,B was done711

using ORBIT3, including the speckle measurements. The712

astrometric elements of Aa,Ab (wobble) were also de-713

termined. The rms residuals of accurate SOAR speckle714

positions without wobble, 6mas, are reduced to 2mas715

when the wobble is fitted. The smaller wobble caused716

by the Ba,Bb motion is left unmodeled. In the orbital717

fit, I used the RVs measured in 2002 by Frasca et al.718

with a small weight and a correction of +1 km s−1 .719

Speckle interferometry at SOAR establishes the mag-720

nitude difference ∆mA,B = 0.14 mag (WDS quotes 0.2721

mag), so the individual V magnitudes of A and B are722

9.41 and 9.55 mag, respectively. The Gaia DR2 paral-723

lax of 13.4±1.3 mas is inaccurate and potentially biased,724

GDR3 gives no parallax, so I adopt the dynamical paral-725

lax of 13.2mas that follows from the good-quality outer726

orbit and the estimated masses. Neglecting the light of727

the secondaries Ab and Bb, the masses of Aa and Ba728

matching their absolute magnitudes are 0.98 and 0.97729

M⊙ ; they agree with the combined spectral type G5V730

and the V −K color. The mass of Ab deduced from the731

RV amplitude and inclination (see below) is 0.45 M⊙ ,732

the minimum mass of Bb is 0.31 M⊙ . Small masses733

of the inner secondaries explain why their lines are not734

visible in the spectra. The estimated system mass is735

therefore 2.70 M⊙ .736

The estimated masses, periods, and parallax yield the737

semimajor axes of the inner orbits, 25.1 and 11.2 mas.738

The ratio of the measured photo-center amplitude of739

Aa,Ab, 7.9mas, to the semimajor axis equals the wobble740

factor fAa,Ab = qAa,Ab/(1 + qAa,Ab) = 0.31, hence the741

mass ratio is qAa,Ab = 0.46 and the estimated mass of742

Ab is 0.45 M⊙ . The astrometric orbit of Aa,Ab yields743

a loosely constrained inclination iAa,Ab = 141◦ ± 13◦.744

The inner inclination of iAa,Ab = 143◦ matches the Ab745

mass estimated from the wobble, so I fixed this value.746

The minimum mass of Bb leads to an estimated wobble747

amplitude of 2mas for Ba. This unmodeled (so far)748

wobble contributes to the residuals of accurate speckle749

positions.750

As noted, the outer orbit (Figure 16) is very well751

constrained. However, the fitted inclination of iA,B =752

149.◦6 ± 1.◦5 and the RV amplitudes of 3.42 and 4.15753

km s−1 lead to the outer mass sum of 3.25 M⊙ , substan-754

tially larger than the estimated 2.7 M⊙ and in disagree-755

ment with the absolute magnitudes and spectral type.756

This discrepancy is removed by fixing the outer inclina-757

tion to a slightly smaller value of 147.◦5. So, the incli-758

nations of both Aa,Ab and A,B are fine-tuned (within759

limits allowed by the data) to reach consistency between760

all orbital parameters and the estimated masses. The761

nodal angles Ω in both orbits are similar, hence Aa,Ab762

and A,B have well aligned orbits. If the orbit of Ba,Bb763

were also coplanar with A,B, the mass of Bb would be764

0.55 M⊙ , making B more massive than A. This contra-765

dicts the measured outer mass ratio qA,B = 0.82. The766

inclination iBa,Bb could be close to 110◦ in order to avoid767

the Lidov-Kozai oscillations (the eccentricity of Ba,Bb768

is only 0.27).769

The architecture of this remarkable quadruple and its770

internal dynamics deserve further investigation. The pe-771

riod ratio PA,B/PAa,Ab = 14.05 is small, so the orbits772

interact dynamically and the motion is more complex773

than the simple superposition of Keplerian orbits fitted774

here; our orbits represent osculating elements in the cur-775

rent epoch. Furthermore, the ratio of two inner periods776

PAa,Ab/PBa,Bb ≈ 3 is close to an integer number. The777

two inner orbits could be trapped into a 1:14:42 mean778

motion resonance with the outer orbit.779

4. SUMMARY780

The original goal of this project has been inspired by781

the lack of known orbital elements for inner subsystems782

revealed previously by variable RV or astrometric accel-783

eration. Periods and mass ratios inferred from the or-784

bits are necessary for a statistical study of nearby hierar-785

chies. However, our RV monitoring has shown that some786

hierarchies, believed to be triple, are in fact 2+2 quadru-787

ples, as both visual components have variable RVs. Or-788

bits of the short-period subsystems in these quadruples789

have been quickly determined and reported in the first790

papers of this series. Observation of other components791

with slow RV variation continued for several years, even-792

tually yielding their spectroscopic orbits as well. Four793

such “returning clients” from the previous papers are794

presented here: HIP 41171, 49336, 75663, and 78163.795

In the first two, the outer pairs are sub-arcsecond, so796

the spectra of all visible stars are blended. Recovering797

RVs of slowly varying subsystems from blended spec-798
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tra dominated by fast RV variation of other pairs re-799

quired careful planning of observations at phases where800

the blending is minimized.801

HIP 117666 is another tricky quadruple studied here.802

It is a well-known visual binary where existence of an803

inner subsystem has been suggested but remained un-804

proven. Unexpectedly, our observations discovered that805

both visual components contain subsystems. Patient ac-806

cumulation of blended spectra was needed to decipher807

the underlying orbits, including the outer one. A similar808

case (HIP 12548) has been presented in paper 8.809

The perturbing effects of binaries on the astrometry810

were anticipated in the design of the Gaia mission, and811

GDR3 delivered a large set of orbits which reduce bi-812

ases in the astrometric solutions. However, complexity813

of some triple and quadruple hierarchies precludes their814

modeling by the Gaia pipeline. Only dedicated monitor-815

ing with adequate cadence, time coverage, and spectral816

resolution can reveal the true nature of systems like HIP817

12548 and 117666. Even relatively easy cases of spec-818

troscopic subsystems in well-resolved visual pairs (HIP819

75663A, 79163B, and 103814A) demonstrate that some820

Gaia orbits can be inaccurate or even wrong. Gaia is821

an outstanding astrometric facility which has not been822

designed to deal with complex hierarchies.823

Long orbital periods of subsystems studied here fa-824

vor their direct resolution. Six combined orbits based825

on CHIRON RVs and speckle-interferometric measure-826

ments at SOAR were determined. Another two are827

added from modeling wobble in the motion of their rel-828

atively close outer pairs. Spatial resolution (or wobble829

detection) complements spectroscopic orbits, allowing to830

measure masses and to deduce orbit orientation. The831

latter is particularly valuable when orientation of the832

outer orbit is also known. Architecture of hierarchical833

systems (mutual orbit orientation, periods and masses)834

contains information on their still debated origin.835
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